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The algebraic theory we present here continues the earlier work of several authors. The 
leading idea is to develop a machine and production free language theory. The interest in such 
a theory is supported by the hope that the proofs in such a theory need fewer case discussions, 
which often lead to errors, and that a view which is free from nonessentials of language theory 
will lead to a progress in the direction of our problems. Even if the theory is in an early stage, 
the attempt pays out in a machine free definition of U(k) and LR(k) languages, which leads 
easily to generalizations of non-deterministic U(k) and LR(k) languages with the same space 
and time complexity behaviour. Furthermore, we are able to show that this theory is not 
restricted to the context-free languages but also applies to the whole Chomsky hierarchy. Our 
theory is in a sense dual to the theory of formal power series as introduced by M. Schiitzen- 
berger. @T 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
MOTIVATION 
Quite a few main problems of language theory are still open. Such problems 
include the problem of the different complexities of the word problem of the class of 
context-free languages, the equivalence problem of deterministic c.f. languages, the 
search for more and stronger invariants of grammars under language preserving 
transformations, and questions concerning natural generalizations of known fun- 
damental results on context-free languages. 
Formal language theory cannot be looked upon as a new discipline any more 
and progress in the direction of the open problems has become rare. Therefore one 
may assume that the intuition arising from the combinatorial language theory and 
other theories which are not very new any more is no longer stimulating new ideas 
for research. 
The aim of this paper is to embed language theory rigorously into an algebraic 
framework stemming from the representation theory of finite dimensional algebras. 
I expect that from this point of view additional intuition can be gained. One can 
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not expect that a single theory offers a “Kiinigsweg” to the solution of any problem, 
but combining insight from different theories may yield the progress we are looking 
for. 
Our theory is in a certain sense dual to the theory of formal power series, as the 
reader will see. We transform context-free grammars in such a way that these gram- 
mars can be looked upon as the multiplication rule of an infinite associative algebra 
over a semiring R. We find a representation of this algebra d in the ring R (Z’*‘), 
the ring of polynomials with coefficients from R and monomials from the polycyclic 
monoid Z(*) generated by certain alphabet Z. 
This representation can easily be proved to be correct. It plays the crucial role in 
the whole paper. But even more important that the possibility to gain all these 
results within such little space seems to me the fact that standard questions of 
representation theory of algebras become applicable to language theory. The 
representation yields an easy access to the understanding of the U(k) and LR(k) 
languages and leads to natural generalizations of these classes. As I have shown in 
[ 111, these ideas allow to generalize the theorem of Greibach on hardest c.f. 
languages under homomorphic reductions for r.e. sets, for C.S. languages, and for 
the intersection closure of s.f. languages. 
FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS 
Let X be a set and X* be the free monoid generated by X. The empty word is 
1 E X* and (~1 means the length of u E X*. For monoids M and semirings R the 
semiring of the finite sums 
p= 1 cr;m 
rnE.44 
where GI,,, E R is R(M). 
Often we write CL, = (p, m ); (p, m ) # 0 holds only for 
mEM. We always assume that R has a multiplicative unit, 
IEM. 
finitely many elements 
which we identify with 
The syntactic monoid X (*I of the Dyck language D(X) over X is of special 
importance for our theory. This monoid, called polycyclic monoid by Perrot [16], 
can be defined as follows. 
Take a set X’, which is bijectively equivalent to X via the bijection x-+X. We 
require that Xn X’ = fzl and fix a symbol 0 $ Xu x’. Then we form the quotient of 
the free monoid (XuX’u (O})* by the relation system 
x.x=1, x.y=o, o.z=z.o=o for x,y15X,zEXuX’u (0). 
Sometimes we write x-r (resp x1) instead of x (resp. x). 
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Furthermore we use context-free grammars G = (X, T, P, S) with Xn T = 0, 
PcXxX’UXxT, and SEX. Consequently we have no s-productions and 
14 L(G), L(G) being the language generated by G. Moreover we assume G to be 
free from superfluous variables. This means, that for x E X there exist derivations f 
and g such that 
SA UXVA w and WET*. 
Finally we require that S does not appear on the right-hand side of any production 
q E P. 
It is usual to write P also as an equation system 
x=~a,3,‘u for XEX 
where CI,,,, = 1 if (x, U) E P and c1,., = 0 in all other cases. 
Schutzenberger [Z] has shown, that this makes sense in the following way: The 
equation system can be solved by a system of formal power series. L(G) can be 
looked upon as the support of the power series belonging to S. The coefficient of 
the word w in the series gives the multiplicity of w relative to G, that is to say, the 
number of essentially different derivations of w from S. 
We assign an equation system to the grammar in a dual way, by writing the 
quadratic terms on the left side and the corresponding linear terms as sums on the 
right side. To be concrete, we study equation systems of the form 
x.y= 1 a= ‘2, 
.X,.1’ 
t= c a,.z (x,yEX; tE T) 
ZEX ZEX 
with af.jJ, crf~ {0, l}, and 
a:,.” = 1 * (2, xy) E p, 
af = 1 0 (2, t) E P. 
These relations are similar to the multiplication rules of finite dimensional algebras 
over a ring R. In general such an equation system does not define an associative 
algebra. But with a simple trick we get an associative algebra from this idea. 
We assign to G a new alphabet X by setting 
X,={(X,I)l(~,.Icv)EP}, 
X,= ((Y~~)l(~,-V)~PJ, 
X=X,uX,. 
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For (x, 1) (resp. (y, r)) we often write shorter x, (resp. y,). Now we define the gram- 
mar G= (& T, P, S,) by 
u ((4, f)liE (4 r>, (x, ?)EP}. 
Obviously L(G) = L(G). Now we assign to G the following equation system: 
x-_+=Cai .z x, .L’ for XEX,,~E Y, (se,) 
where 
of (Z,XY)EP 
if z=S,,x=S,,y=S, 
in all other cases. 
Because our proofs will not become harder, we generalize (&), to the following 
situation: X, and X, are any two alphabets with X, n X, = @. We put R= X, u X,. 
Moreover there are two mappings 
6’: A’, x X, -+ R(X* ) 
and 
with 
8(x, y) = C af,, . z for b,y)~X,xX,, 
ZCK 
q’(t)= C af.z 
zcx 
for t E T. 
We extend 6’ to 8* by defining 
i 
u for UEX,*.X: 
6(u) = d’(x, Y) for u=xy~X,.x, 
u* d(V) u2 for U, EX,*.XI* and xy~ AC,. X,, 
where u = 14, xyu,. 
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Now we extend 6 linearly to R(X* ); q is the corresponding extension of q’ to 
R( T* ). The equation system 
V = d(V) for x~EX,.X, (9) 
is the generalization of the system (BG). 
We now assign an associative algebra J&(J) to (9). For this purpose we iterate 6 
and finally form the transitive closure 6* of 6. This means that 6 0 6* = 6*. Now one 
easily proves 
LEMMA 1. 6*(uu) = 6*(6*(u). 6*(v)). 
Proof. The argument is an induction on the length Juu( of UU. If 1uvI < 2 there is 
nothing to prove. The lemma obviously holds also for uu E A’,*. X7. Suppose 
uu $ X* . XT. This means that there exists a decomposition , 
MU = w, xyw, such that w1 EX,*.X: and x~EX,.X,. 
Then we have 
G(uu)=w,(C a;;~) w2. 
Because each of the words of that decomposition has a length <n, we are allowed 
to apply the induction hypothesis. 
We discuss two cases: 
Case 1. xy is totally part of u or part of u. We assume the first situation: 
u = uixyu,. Then we have 
By induction we conclude 
Therefore our lemma holds in this case. 
Case 2. u=u,x,u=yu,, and u,xEX,*.X,?,XEXF,~EX,. Then we have 
57113313-X 
augap aM *(,J n/y)3cl‘n JOJ MON ;y3X JOJ X=(X)h %uglas 6q *(J "X) 01 
h pualxa put! L %!ddt?GpaurJap ayl am aM asodlnd s!q$ rod yeuyal aq! aptycw! 
0~ wqa%Ie s!q~ pualxa aM *ool (f))xjw ai!lM aM 3 ~euu.11~~8 aq$ woq sauro3 q JI 
( o ‘+ ‘(*xhz) + (. ‘+ ‘(*g>x) :*9 
:sploq rualoaql 8uf~o~~o~ aq4 alojaJaqL 
‘(Mfi~),$‘=((Mfl),P (~),9),P=((M~)*9.~),P=(M”R)on 
‘(M”n),$’ = t(M)&- (Rn),P)d? = (4. (fl~ht&‘k’ = M o (a On) 
SMOIIOj l! S!ql mOJ,+J 
‘(“n)*q =: [I 0 n 
%wlas 4 < &tl ~0 LL o,, uogwado aq] augap aM MON 
,paAold uaaq st?q 1 ewtua? mo pue z asty) saAoJd s!qL 
l'fl)*PJ=('fl4*!? Puv * (n)*!J = (x’n)*Q 
JO asnwaq spioq uoyqal isrq aqL 
:sasaqlua.wd aql Icq palED!pu! uo!ssaJdxa s!ql 01 s!saqlod6q uogmpur aq$ AIddE aM 
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For ur 0 u2 0 . . . 0 u, we write again U, u2.. . u,. In this case it is not clear which 
product we mean. We write 
u~uz...u,C~R(G)I 
if the product is in &,JG). Analogously we proceed with other algebras. 
The following concerns the questions: 
How are the algebras J&.(G) structured? 
What information does J@‘~(G) contain about L(G)? 
What is the structure of JJ~(G) if G is determistic? 
The following section is dedicated to the first question. 
A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR &,,J&) 
We are going to show that for each algebra ~&(a) there exists a nontrivial 
representation cp: &,,J6) + R(X’*‘). We will show that the algebra R(X’*‘) plays 
a similar role for our algebras and for the finite dimensional algebras as does the 
matrix ring for the finite dimensional case. It is clear that R(X(*‘) is a special case 
of our algebras &,Jh). The following lemma shows that R(X’*‘) has a very simple 
algebraic structure. 
LEMMA 2. JZ?~ = R( XC* ‘) contains only trivial two sided ideals if R = boolean 
ring of two elements or card X = co. Ideals ‘%!I of do here are considered to be trivial, 
if there exists an ideal %I’ of R such that ‘?I = ‘?I’( XC*‘). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let ‘8 c J%‘~ be a two-sided ideal, that means that 
&“a&” c ‘9I holds. We study several cases: 
(1) Let be aE R and a.iiv with u, VEX* in ‘9I. Then it follows aE%. 
(2) p = aUv + qE % *p’= a + q’E a. q’= uqv: 
(3) p=a+j?tiv+qEYI. 
(a) UV = 0 3 upC = fl+ q’. upV has one summand less then p. 
(b) ui? # 0. We may assume UV = u’ E X*, u’ # 1. We have 
up0 = au’ + /3 + uqV. 
Choose y E X, y #last letter of u’: 
upvy = /?j + uqvj; this means one summand less. 
(4) From (l), (2), and (3) it follows: 
(P, u> =a, pE2lz-aEE. 
Let be 2I’ = !!I n R, then therefore VI = !!I’( Xc*)) holds as we have claimed. 
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We now show that each finite dimensional algebra & over R has a non-trivial 
representation in &“. Let 2 be a finite basis of d over R and d be given by the 
relations 
x.y= c a2 .z, a:,,ER. X.Y 
ZGZ 
We define cp:d+xZD by 
cp(y):= 1 Za;,,.ou for FEZ. 
GUEZ 
This defines q uniquely (Z is the inverse of z in Z’*‘). 
THEOREM 2. cp is an algebra homomorphism. If d contains a multiplicative unit, 
then cp is injective. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the relation 
cp(Yl)~cp(Y2)=cp(Y,Y2) holds for y, , y, E Z. 
We calculate straightforwardly and get 
= C 2, (C aY:..v, f4&J . ~2. 
I,, uz UI 
Now we apply (zl y,) y, = z,(y, y2). Because R is elementwise commutable with Z, 
we get 
Thus the first part of our theorem has been proven. 
Let 
u= c P,OY and cp(U) = 0. 
y E z 
Then it follows 
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therefore we have 
C a&,/I,=0 for x,zEZ. 
YCZ 
(1) 
Let now u E d such that 
We form 
Because of (1) we conclude that 
v+u=o for all u E d. 
We choose u = 1 and have u = 0. This proves the second part of our theorem. 
Without proof we give another representation for the case of matrix rings. 
THEOREM 3. Let d be a finite dimensional ring of quadratic matices (az,y)z,ycz. 
Then 
Ha)= 2 ~a,,;y 
*. y E z 
is a monomorphism from d into J$~. 
Now we come to the main result of this section. To construct the representation 
cp: &,J6) --) ~2~ we first define a suitable alphabet for zzID. For u E 8 and x E X, 
(remember 8= X, u X,), we define 
i 
0 if for all w F X*, (6*(uw), x) = 0, 
[u:x]= 1 for 24 =x, 
free variable in all other cases. 
Clearly from [u: x J # 0 and u E X, it follows that u = x. We set 
and 
s&,= R(Z(*‘). 
For z E x we define 
4(z)= 1 a;,” [y: x][u: x][z: u]. 
Y.V,U,X 
[y:x] EZ 
augap aM .d, 
JO az!s aqj 01 spuodsal_toD J~~ILIBJB aql JO az!s aqL ILI.IO~ ~XIJOU qDeq!a.rf) ut.IBUI 
-UII?J% f! Aq d, UIO.IJ(~)~JO uope$uasaldaJ eallpap ~33 au0 ‘_IalEl ~oqs II!M aM sv 
.[gr] eewo~e~ JO 3009 aql u! 13afqns s!q~ uo suoy3u~o~u~ palgap avow pug d13u1 
JapeaJ aqJ '1p2 wauou (*x)x lnq ‘3 lnoqe uoyw.to~u~~o 101 v suyuo3 (g)XjO- 
3eq1 s! uoseal aqL *d) Jo [(jr] ~fzueqs JO uraJoayi ayi ayg a3ualslxa ql woq ~MOIIOJ 
yqy~ ‘qXq!aJf)Jo LuaJoaql IUJOJ ~aurlou aql spaau aqjoold siq JOJ In8 +.n?qS~o 
uIaloaq1 uogE$uasaJdal aql aAoJd 01 /fi sasn IEA~.J '4 pue ch~o SU~XIIO~ IuaJagp aq$ 
u10.g satuo3 aDuaJafl!p u!er.u aqL *g dq pawaua% dnolZJIt?q aaq aql s! (8)~ alaqM 
OuIddw E sr /fi Ina 31 ursIqd.'owouroq mo aJq syoo[ ~~~XII.IOJ 
qD.‘qM ‘/fi uwqdlourouroq E SaSn s!SaqJ S!ql II! [ sr] lt?A!N ‘2jJVU.u~ 1”3&4OlS!H 
‘( sz. ‘z)d, = (%)h yw I= 
aAaq put! gJ0 6lyagt?~nurwo3 aql asn a& '1 =[%I:~z] swaw leql ‘%I=~z asw 
aql Quo su!ewaJ alaql snqL .',~EI~z asnwaq ~=[~z:Zz] aAeq aM %I#~z 10~ 
[Zn :Zz][“x 
‘Il-~,?Z‘l”~f,C 
:Zn][Zx:V]] yw [‘n:‘Z][IX:In][‘x‘riC] yw z = 
(“zph. (‘z)h 
~'jy3zz‘rx3~z alaqhi (Zz~z)d,=("z)d,.('z)(n 
sploq ,d, ~0 d, uo!sualxa .wau!l aql JOJ leqi Moqs 01 lua!3tgns 
s! 11 sjs!xa uofsualxa ue q3ns $t?ql Moqs 0~ .(g)=p 01 ,b JO UojsuaJxa ~~qd~owouIoq 
au0 ut2ql arow yxa IOU saop alaql aJojaraq$ put2 (Q)X~ sawaua% x I/oo~d 
*ap t ( Q)~JT :d, t.us~yd~outotuoy 
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with 
For psd we put 
IpI= c l(P,W)l 
wEa*) 
We define the size )cpJ of rp by 
One easily proves 
Id = c I&N. 
ZER 
LEMMA 3. 1~1 < I&JS)l . [xl*, where I_%?( is the number of elements ofx. 
INVARIANTS OF THE TRANSFORMATION G-+G 
We return to grammars and study which properties of G remain unchanged when 
passing from G to G as we did in Section 1. 
The set of derivations of G of words into other words using G will be denoted by 
.F. If fe 8, then Q(j) is the word on which the derivation starts and Z(f) is the 
result of the derivation f If f, g E 9 and Q(f) = Z(g), then fog is the derivation 
which one gets by applying first g and then j Obviously Q(fog) = Q(g), 
Z(fos) = Z(f), and “ 0 ” is associative. The empty derivation belonging to the word 
w is 1 w. We have lzCfj of0 1 p(f) =$ In the case Q(j) = w, Z(f) = v we write also 
W&V. 
If we have 
WJL 1 I and W-J-L 2 23 
we may form the derivation 
Wl ‘W2 
/I xf2 
- V,‘U*. 
This leads to an additional associative operation on 9. The unit belonging to “2’ is 
1,. Both operations are connected by the property 
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if the left side is defined. (9, (Xu T)*, Q, 2, 0, x) forms a free monoidal category 
which in [7] has been called free x- category and syntactical category in [I]. The 
elements of 9 are trees or words over the derivation trees in the case of context-free 
grammars. The trees of the production set P generate 9. P is the category belong- 
ing to G. The structure preserving mappings are called x functors. An x functor 
consists of two mappings (40~) cpz), q 1 is a monoid homomorphism from the 
monoid of the domain category into the monoid of the target category. (p2 maps the 
derivation set into the derivation set. Moreover we use the abbreviations: 
Mor,(w u) = {f~ 9 I Q(S) = w, Z(f) = 0 1, 
mult,(w) = card Mor,(S, w). 
The multiplicity of w over G tells us in how many essentially different ways w may 
be derived from S using G. 
LEMMA 4. For w E T* 
m&,(w) = mult&w). 
ProoJ: To prove this lemma we construct the x functor cp = (cp,, (p2) from 9 
onto 9 which deletes the indices r, 1, in G. Thus we define 
and for f E P 
cpi(X, i) =x for XEX and iE {Z,r} 
(~Afl= f' e cp,(Q(f)) = Q(f’), cp,(Z(f)) = Z(f’). 
This defines uniquely an x functor from B into 9. Obviously q,(P) = P. 
We now show for xi E w that the restriction 
(p2 1 Mor,F(xi, (xu T)*) --) Mor,(x, (Xu T)*) 
is bijective. From this fact our lemma follows immediately. The proof is an induc- 
tion on the number IfI of knots of the trees ofJ: 
Our claim is true for all f such that Q(f) = xi and ) f ) = 1. Inductively we 
assume, that it holds for 
(~21 {f~Mor_dxjy (~uT)*)lIflGn)+ {f~Mor&, (XuT)*)(lfl6n}. 
It is clear that 
Ifl=ICDAf)l for feF. 
Let be If I= n + 1 and Q(f) = xi. We decompose 
f=(l,xhx l,)og 
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such that h E P and Iu( being minimal with this condition. This determines h uni- 
quely. From 
(1,xhx l”)~g=(lUxhx 1,)og’ 
it follows that g = g’, i.e., g is uniquely determined by this condition [7]. 
Because of 
(P*(f) = (f,,,,, x 4%(h) x frp,(“)) o 4%(g) 
and 1 cp,(u)l = 1 UJ we see that (ad has exactly one co-image. This proves our 
lemma. 
Now we will show that the U(k) and U(k) properties of G do not change when 
passing from G to G. For this purpose we introduce the following notation. We call 
f~ 9 u-left-prime for u E (Xu T)*, iff from f = (1, x h) og it follows that g =f: 
The definition u-right-prime is symmetric to the foregoing definition. 
One easily shows 
LEMMAS. For each f E 9, u prefix of Z( f ), there exists exactly one decomposition 
f = ( 1 u x h) 0 g such that g is u-left-prime. 
Adopting the notation of this lemma we call g the u-left-prime factor off and h 
the u-right-base off if Z(f) = u. u. We write 
g = left-prime( u, f), h = right-base( u, f ). 
" " 
L/ h This figure should explain the definitions. We 
9 
-6- 
also use the notions which we get from this 
f definition by changing “left” into “right” and 
“right” into “left.” 
We now give a definition of U(k) which is equivalent to the definition [S, p. 5021 
and of U(k) which is equivalent to the one given by Lewis and Stearns [6]. The 
reader should remember that we assume G to be in Chomsky NF, and G without 
c-productions: G is a U(k) grammar (resp. LL(k + 1) grammar) for k =O, l,..., if 
the following holds: 
For allf,f’EF (resp.f, f’EMor,(S, T*)) for LR(k) with Z(f)=u.u and 
Z(f’)=u.O 
we have 
left-base (u, f) = left-base (u, f ‘) 
if Q(f) = Q(f’) = S and First,(u) = First,(u’) resp. for LL(k + 1) 
left-prime (u, f) = left-prime (u, f ‘) 
if Q(f) = Q(f ‘) E X and First,(u) = First,(u’)). 
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Remember that we assume that S never appears on the right-hand side of any 
production. Hence [S, p. 5253 our U(O) grammars produce only AU?(O)- 
language, i.e., strict derministic languages. 
LEMMA 6. If G is a LL(k) (resp. LR(k)) grammar, then G is a LL(k) 
(resp. LR(k)) grammar. 
Proof: To prove this lemma we use the x functor defined in the proof of Lemma 
4. Let be f: xi --f uu any derivation tree of 9 and xi E z. We define 
h = left-base( a, fl and g = left-prime( u, f). 
Then we have 
h’ = Ah) = left-base(cp,(aX cpAf)) 
and 
g’ = cp,(g) =left-prime(cpM 4M)). 
Now xi and g’ determine g uniquely as shown in Lemma 4. Now let G be a LL(k) 
grammar. Then g’ is uniquely determined by cp i(xJ and q,(u). First,cp ,(u). Thus x, 
and U. First,(u) determine g’ and thereby g uniquely. This means that C is a LL(k) 
grammar. 
Now we study the case that G is a LR(k) grammar. By the same argumentation 
as before we see that h is uniquely determined by h’ and Q(h).Using the LR(k) 
property we see that Q(j) = S, and U. First, u determine h’ uniquely. If we are able 
to show that Q(h) is uniquely determined by U. First, u, then it follows that G has 
the LR(k) property. For this purpose it is sufficient to show that Q(h)EXT holds. 
Therefore let 
f= (h x l,)og, 
where by definition of h as left-base off the factor g is v-right-prime. Suppose 
Q(h) E XT. Then there exists a decomposition 
and we have 
Z(g) = 41x,xrq,u. 
This contradicts the assumption that g is u-right-prime. Thus we have Q(h) E Q:, as 
we wished to show. 
The last result in our proof will be used in a later part of this paper. Therefore we 
formulate it as 
LEMMA 7. Zf f is v-right-pime, then u E XT for Z(f) = u. v. Zf h is u-left-base of 1; 
then Q(h) E X:. The lemma remains true if we exchange the words left and right. 
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN L(G),zIR(G), AND q 
In this section we work out the general relations between L(G) and &‘JG) and 
our representation cp. A first information is given by 
THEOREM 5. w~L(G)o(q(w),S,)#o for x(R)=0 
R), 
muMw)= (v(w), &>C4dG)l. 
(x(R) = characteristic of 
(Remember: “[ 1” contains the algebra “in relation” to which the relations is to 
be understood.) 
Proof. As we have shown in Lemma 4, we may use G instead of G. The proof is 
by induction on the length Iwl of w. We show a somewhat more general result: 
mult,-(xi, W) = (V(W), Xi > for WE T*,x~E~, 
where 
multc(xi, w) = card Morg(xi, w). 
The theorem is obvious for 1 WI = 1. Let f: x, -+ w be a derivation and 1 w( > 1. Then 
we may decompose 
f= (fi xfz) “P? p E IT 
Hence, we have 
multc(xj, w) = C multc(y,, w, ).mult,-(z,, w). 
w,'w*=w 
w, # l,w2 # 1 
<~*(Yl&),x,) = I 
By the induction hypothesis 
mult,-(x,3+ C (V(Wi),Yl). (rl(W2),Z,). (Y,zryxi) 
w, tv’2 = W’ 
“‘,#I,bv2#1 
= <rl(wh Xi> 
and the proof is complete. 
In the following we use the definition 
(u) = ZJ + dR(G). 
(u) is the additive residue class of U. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 5. For R = lE8 = boolean ring with two elements we have 
L(G)=q-‘(S,). 
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Now we study how the representation cp transforms the residue class (S,). If we 
define (w, s) := (6*(w), s) for weI*, we get 
LEMMA 8. For zOzl . ..z.E~* with z,,#s we have 
(zgz, ... z,, s> = (cp(z, . ..z.), [zo: s]). 
ProoJ The proof is an induction on n. 
Basis. We have 
(ZOZ,, s> =~~o.z,. 
Since 
we get 
(cp(Zlh czo: $1) = --I- “;,“. 
[!J: x][u: x][z,:u] = [q:s] 
Hence the sum is only to be taken over the cases 
Therefore 
y=z,, x = s, u = x, z, =v. 
<cp(Zl)T czo: sl > = q$J, zi 
and the basis is complete. 
Induction step. By 
dz, . ..zJ= c a;,, [y:x][u:x][z,:v] cp(z,...z,). 
“,Y,“,X 
we get 
<dz* . ..z.), [z,:sl> =c qo,” (Cu: slCz1: VI (P(zz...z,), 1) 
n-l 
= c a&,” 
u, ” 
jT2 <dz::“- - zj), Czl: vl> ’ (cPCz,+l *“‘n)F C”: sl> 
+ c $o,” (cp(z* . . * z,), cz, :VI > 
” 
+cq&z, ((P(Z*..‘Zn), cu: sl>. 
u 
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By the induction hypothesis this sum is equal to 
where z,+ , = 1. On the other hand 
n-1 
(zoz1 ...zn.s>= 1 1 ~~,y,(zo~~~zk~Yo~(zk+l~~~z,~Yl)~ 
k = 0 YO.Y, 
We prove by induction that 
(zo... ‘k,.h)= i a;o,o (Z,-Z,,O)(UZ,+, ’ ’ ’ zk, yo). 
j=l 
u. ” 
For k = 1 we have 
Therefore our claim holds for k = 1. 
We assume the claim to be correct for k <n and apply it to (3). We get 
n-1 k 
+ 1 a;.o,.v, <zo~yO)(z~~~~zn~Y~ > 
k=l 
+Cas;,., (Y.z,, u> 
= Iia:,.. <zl "'Zj'V)(UZj+l."Z,,S). 
j=l 
U,” 
(2) 
(3) 
Hence, our claim is true for k = n. This result and (2) prove our lemma. 
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LEMMA 9. Using the notation of Lemma 8 we get that 
(z, “‘Z,, s,> = (dz, . ..zr#). cs/: Sri>. 
Proof Lemma 8 implies that 
(s,z,...z,,s,)=((P(zI...z,), CS,:S,l>. 
By the definition of ._u’~(G) we get 
(S,z, “‘Zn, S,) = (z, “‘Z,, S,) 
and the proof is complete. 
If we now compose the homomorphisms q and 40, we get a homomorphism 
h = cp 0 q from T* into R(X’*)). This leads us to a representation theorem for c.f. 
languages which is nearly the theorem of Shamir ([ 191; cf. [ 151). Shamir uses the 
half group H(X), instead of X’* ), i.e., he does not use the relations x .j = 0 for 
xzy. 
THEOREM 6 (Shamir). For each c.$ language L c T* there exists a monoid 
homomorphism h: T+ R(Z’*‘) and an additive residue class ($) such that 
L=h-I(($)). 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 9 and Theorem 5 by choosing 
$ = [S,: S,]. Each polycyclic monoid Z’*) can be embedded by a monomorphism 
into {x1, x2}(*). This embedding can even be done in a way that [S,: S,] will 
always be mapped onto the same element a, E (x1, x2}(*). We extend this 
embedding to a ring homomorphism from R(Z(*)) into R( {x,, x2)(*)) and put it 
behind h. Let h be the resulting homomorphism. Then the following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 6. For each c.$ language L c T, there exists a 
homomorphism 
h: T-, R( {x,, x2)(*‘> 
such that 
L = fi- ‘( (ao)). 
In this form this result was first given in [S], 
theorem of Chomsky and Schiitzenberger, which 
where it was derived from the 
is an algebraic version of the 
theorem of Greibach about a hardest language under homomorphic reduction [3]. 
One gets this language from the representation given above by forming the c.f. 
language of the expressions consisting of products of polynomials of R( {x,, x2> ). 
The theorem of Greibach and the above representation have been found indepen- 
dently of the theorem of Shamir. For a long time no attention was paid to the 
theorem of Shamir outside of the French School, because its complexity theoretic 
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aspects were overlooked. As shown in [ 1 l] one can construct similar represen- 
tations for r.e., c.s., d.c.s., and other classes of languages. It seems to be possible to 
construct a language which is hardest in the category of homomorphic reductions 
for each complexity class given by a time bound T(n). 
We show that it is as easy to prove the theorem of Chomsky and Schtitzen- 
berger from our Theorem 5 and Lemma 9 as in the case of the theorem of Shamir. 
For this purpose we somewhat change the definition of h, but in such a way that 
Lemma 9 remains applicable. 
We define a homomorphism g: T*+R((pu T)*) by (z:=ZuT, F:= Tu ?), 
g(t)= 1 $Eqv [y: x] ti[u: x][z: o] for t E T. 
:EX 
We notice that the difference of g and h exists in two points: The co-domain is dif- 
ferent and the product ti has been inserted between [y: x] and [u: x][z: u]. 
Let g be the prolongation of g to a homomorphism from T* into R( (2 u F)(*)) 
which we obtain by applying first g and then the canonical mapping from 
R( @u T)‘*‘). 
Then the following corollary is obvious. 
COROLLARY TO LEMMA 9. (g(w), [S,:S,])= (h(w), [S,:S,]). 
We now define a regular set over Zu T, 
REG=[S,:S,]+I~(~ET)(~(~),~)#O}*. 
Let (2~ F) be the Dyck-language over 2 u T and rr: (2~ T)* + T* the monoid 
homomorphism with 
cJ(Z)=E for z E 2, 
a(t)=& for t E T, 
a(t) = t for t E T. 
From Lemma 9 we get 
THEOREM 7 (Chomsky-Schiitzenberger ). L(G) = a( REG n D( 2 u F)). 
To conclude this section we construct a grammar in Greibach normal form for 
L(G). We define 
and 
G = (Z, T, 8, [S, : S,]). 
Obviously G is in Greibach normal form. We can prove 
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THEOREM 8. L(G) = L(G) and more precisely 
mult,(w) = multe(w) for w E T*. 
The size of IGI and )G( are related by 
ICI ~32~ 16i. IP,I . 14, 
where P= P,u P,, P, the set of non-terminal and P, the set of terminal produc- 
tions. 
Proof: We define a homomorphism hl : T* -+ R(T* ) by 
h,(t)= C a: C a;,” [y:x][u:x][z:u] for TV T. 
zex Y, u, ” 
x,x+y 
We use the canonical mapping 
,u: R(Z*) -+ R(Z(*)). 
We write 
h,(w)= c cr;m where a, = (h,(w), m). 
meZ* 
Remember that cc:, LX;,” E (0, 1 } because we start with 6 originating from a gram- 
mar. Because the co-domain of h, is R( 2*) we know that u, E (0, 1) for m E .?!*. 
We put 
W,(w) = {m 6 2* (oz, # 0, p(m) = [S, : S,]}, 
w&)=2’*)- W,(w). 
Then we can write 
and 
h,(w)= c ct;m+ c cr;m 
mE WI(W) m E W2(m) 
Because 
mukAw) = <v(w), S, > = <cp~rl(w), CS,: S,l> 
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it follows that 
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mult,(w)= 1 tl,. 
??IE WI(W) 
Now we assign a unique derivation over P to each m E W,(w). For this purpose we 
generalize W, in such a way that any element of 2 may be taken instead of 
[S, : S,]. Therefore we define 
W,(w, 2) = {m E Z* 1 (h,(w), m) = 1, p(m) = 2) for- WET* and ZEZ. 
We construct a bijective mapping from W,(w, 2) onto 
Mor.&, w) where 9 is associated with to G. 
We take .i%b E W,(w, 2) and w = t, . w’ and we assume 
(h,(t,), Tub) = 1, a, bEZ. 
Since p(m) = 2, there exists a decomposition w’ = w2. w3 such that 
P(hl(W2)) = 6 and Ah,(&)) = 5. 
Thus 
IGI <2 IF,/ +4 IH,I <4 IBI. 
Now 
IPI = c a; u; x.:“G( ,F,qu,~~,,.‘.~)~ IXI. 
1ET ,,. 
zex zeR 
This means 
IFI < P, I . PNI . m, 
where P belongs to G. Hence 
IPI G 8 IPTl. lP,I .I4 
and 
IGI Q 32. iw. IP,I . IXI, 
which had to be proved. 
Remark. From this theorem we get immediately 
@I <y ICI** IXI<$ IG13. 
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For large production systems, this means. 
P,l =G(I~I~P-l), CV=G(IX13). 
We have for 1 T( < 1x1 and E > 0 that 
I~l~O(lTI~IX15)~‘O(lG12+E). 
SYNTACTICAL CONGRUENCES 
In this section we transfer the syntactical congruences to our algebra A&(G) 
and we study how these congruences relate under our representation 
cp: &JG) + R(Z’*‘). In connection with this following lemma plays a central role. 
LEMMA 10. For w E x* let exist an u E Z* such that (q(w), [q,: to] u) = a # 0. 
Then there exists w’ E X,* such that ( z0 ww’, x0) 2 ~1. 
Proof The proof is by induction on n = (~1. The case IZ = 0 follows from Lemma 
8. Now assume the lemma is true for all U’ with lu’l 6 n: 
u=u,[y:x], [_JX x] #O, 1, 12.4, I =n. 
Then there exist v,, v2 ,..., v, E X, such that 
(yv,v,~~~v,,x)=p#0. 
By Lemma 8 we get 
(rp(Vl ... r,), CY xl > = B. 
Therefore 
-- 
(‘p(wu, ... v,), [zo: x0] U[ y: x] ) > a. p > 0. 
Thus we have 
(4 WV, . ..v.), [zo: x0] Ul) >o. 
Now the claim of the lemma follows inductively. 
For L c T* we define 
u =, v(L) 0 V, (uw E L 0 VW E L) as usual, 
= r (L) is the syntactical right congruence. 
For an easy formulation of the following results we extend our alphabet Z by a 
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new element --1. We call the new alphabet Z again and we use the abbreviation 
$=---I. [S,: $1. 
The idea is to annulate words in cp(d(G)) which have not the form [S, : S,] . Z* 
by multiplying them from the left by $. Remember $. Z = 0 for z E Z and 
z#[S,:S,] and $[S,:S,].F=Ofor all ZEZ. 
THEOREM 9. w = r O(L) o $h( w) = 0. 
Here h is the homomorphism of Theorem 6. 
Proof We assume %. h(w) # 0. Applying Lemma 10 we find w’ such that 
( SI yl( ww’), S, ) # 0, and by Lemma 9 we have ww’ E L. Therefore w #, O(L). 
On the other hand, if there exists a word w’ such that w. w’ E L, then by Lemma 
9, (S,q(ww’), S,) # 0 and therefore $. h(w) #O. This proves our theorem. 
This theorem yields a procedure to decide w =,0(L) for L being a context-free 
language. Now we transfer the right congruence to &‘,JG) by defining 
P=rP’W)-= v ((P.4, sr> =0-w (P”4, s,> =O). 
y~.d,dG) 
for p, p’ E J.T!~(G). 
In a symmetrical way we define the left congruence =,(L). We easily see, that for 
R = B or R = N these definitions define congruence relations, but this is not true for 
R = h or R being a field. The same holds for the following delinition of the syntac- 
tical equivalence modulo L: 
P = P’(L) * v ((q.p.4, S,)=O-+ (4’P”4’, S,)=O). 
Y. Y’E~WG) 
The quotient of s?,JG) by the syntactical congruence yields the syntactical algebra 
@x(G)/(L). 
Because the syntactical monoid is hard to compute even for c.f. languages, this 
holds for .@‘=(G)/(L) too. Therefore it is of interest to look for algebras between 
dR(G) and s&(G)/(L). We put 
and 
K(L)= {PE~AG)IP=~O(L)I 
aLI( {P-~W)IP=W)). 
Obviously we have 
LEMMA 11. az,(L) is a right ideal. 
‘?l(L) is a 2-sided ideal. 
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Immediately we get a 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 9. The word problem w E 2&(L) is decided by $. cp( w) 
for R = k! or R = B. 
Now cp-‘(0) is a two sided ideal of d(G) and cp-‘(0) c VIZ,. Therefore one may 
ask whether cp -l(O) has an interesting syntactical property. Obviously we also have 
cp-‘(0) C %(L). 
One may ask whether it is possible to prolongate cp to a homomorphism 
$: d(G) -+ R( Y(*)) with a suitable Y, such that $-l(O) =‘?l(L). Because of 
Lemma 2 one cannot do this by a homomorphism from R < Z’*‘) into R( Y(*)). 
But it is possible that such a prolongation from cp(d(G)) into a suitable R( Y(*)) 
exists because 1 $ (p(&(G)). 
Presumedly such a homomorphism does not exist, because each semigroup 
homomorphism from Z(*) in R( fi* ) ) which is induced by transformations 
[y: x] + Cq[ y: x] q’ maps the elements [y: x] . [z: u] for u #x into 0. Therefore 
it remains an 
Open Question. Do there exist non-trivial representations of s&(G)/%(L) in 
R(Y*)? 
Answering this question is of practical interest too, because a section u of a 
program of a language L is syntactically incorrect if u = O(L). By evaluating 
$. q(w) we are able to find the shortest syntactically incorrect prefix of a program u 
L. The representation of &‘j&G)/2l(L) that we are looking for would do the same 
for the shortest syntactically incorrect sections of a program. 
One could object that the evaluation of our ring homomorphisms is not trivial. 
That is true if we wish to do it in a most efficient way. But there are several impor- 
tant problems that are reducible to this problem. We seize the opportunity and 
point out some additional problems which seem to be important. 
The syntactical congruence of a language L(G) does not reflect the structure of G 
very strongly, as the weak equivalence of two languages L(G) = L(G’) does not say 
much about relations between G and G’. One of the most important applications of 
language theory is to describe the syntax of programming or natural languages. The 
semantics of these languages depends strongly on the grammars G, which generate 
the syntax. Therefore it appears to me that the grammars deserve more interest 
than the languages. Languages are just one of different properties of grammars. If 
the grammars G and G’ describe the syntax of two programming languages and if 
L(G) = L(G’) then these languages are not necessarily equal as programming 
languages. This leads to the question of formulating structural equivalences between 
grammars. Different equivalences of this kind have been defined but only one of 
them, the “strong” equivalence, is well known. These equivalences will be reflected 
by the existence of certain homomorphisms and products between our algebras 
S&(G). We will come back to this problem later on. Here we only give a definition 
of a finer syntactical congruence, which is identical to the normal one in the case of 
unambiguous grammars. 
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For p, p’ E &JG) we define that p is syntactically congruent to p’ modulo G: 
P=P’(G)Q v (<4P4’, s, > = (4P’4’, s, > ). 
9.9’ E-&R(G) 
We see that the O-classes in both congruences (L) and (G) are the same. 
The word problem for the quotient algebra d(G)/(G) is closely related to the 
equivalence problem in the case of unambiguous grammars. Therefore these 
algebras are, as one may assume, hard to compute. It is clear that in connection 
with this a lot of interesting questions arise. For R being a field we have 
p =p’(G) op =p’sQ,(G)/‘LZ. 
Therefore in this case Sac/ is the syntactical algebra Reutenauer [ 173 has 
associated to the formal power series belonging to the grammar G. We think that it 
is very important to study each of these cases. Restricting to R = Z or R being a 
field makes important practical questions disappear from the theory. 
UNAMBIGUOUS GRAMMARS, LL(~)GRAMMARS 
In this section we assume always R = N and therefore we write d(G) for dR(G). 
By definition for unambiguous grammars holds 
(w, s,> d 1 for w E T*. 
Because of Lemma 10 this is equivalent to 
($.cp(u),a)dl for UEX* and aEZ*. 
If we check the proof of Lemma 10, we see that the following lemma is true. 
LEMMA 12. Let G be an unambiguous c$ grammar and w. w’ E L(G). Then there 
exists exactly one monomial a E Z such that 
cc= (%.h(w),a) 
CC’ = (h(w’), a) 
and a=cl’=l. Here x,...x,=E...<. 
In the following we assume G to be a LL(k) grammar unless the converse is 
explicitly stated. We are interested in studying d(G) and our representation in the 
case of LL(k) grammars. As we have shown in lemma 7, it follows from f being U- 
left prime and Z(f) = U. u that u E X ,* . In d(G) we then have (uu, Q(f)) = 1 if 
Q(f) E X*. We call u E X,* an almost right inverse of u if there exists z E X such that 
(uu, z> #O. 
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LEMMA 13. Let card X= m 2 2. For each u E (w u T)* where there exist at most 
2 * mk+ 2 elements v E X,* which are almost right inverses of u if G is LL(k). 
ProoJ Let be v E X,* and (uv, v) = 1. Then we can find f: y + uv. Because 
v E XT, f is u left prime. G is LL(k) and hence the derivation tree A and hereby u, is 
uniquely determined by U. First,(u) and y. Therefore there exist only mk+’ different 
words of length <k. Therefore there exist at most 2 * mk+2 elements which are 
almost right inverses of U. We define 
IpI= 1 (P?U) for PER(Z(*)). 
uszz* 
IpI is the sum of the coefficients of the monomial of p which contain an inverse to 
an element of Z in the first place and none elsewhere. 
LEMMA 14. Let be u E 8*. Then 
Proof Let be (wlp = w and (q(u), w) = 0, w = [z: x] w’, and W’E Z*. By 
Lemma 10 we find u E XyC such that (zuv, x) # 0. Now there exist not more than 
mk+’ elements UE A’,* such that (ZUV, x) #O as shown in Lemma 14. There do not 
exist two different monoms [z: x] w; and [z: x] w; which have the same u as “right 
inverse.” From this we could conclude (ZUV, x) >, 2, which is in contradiction to 
the unambiguity of G. Therefore we have indeed I&r)l < mk+3. 
LEMMA 15. Let be u~(zuT)* and [yo:xo]~Z. If-+*[yo:xO] cp(u)#O then 
there exists a decomposition u = u, ’ u2 and w E Z* such that 
4’ cy,: %I (-Au)= w.f(u,h 1242 I <k. 
Proof By Lemma 10 it follows from -+. [y,: x0] q(u) # 0 that there exists 
q E X,? such that (cp(u . q), [yO : x,] ) = 1. Therefore we find f: x,, --t y,uq in 9. We 
decompose u = U, . u2 such that U, = 1 for 1~1 d k and (u2 I = k in the other cases. 
Now let g be the uniquely determined y,u,-left prime factor ofJ G is LL(k) and 
therefore g is uniquely determined by x0 and y,u. Therefore in ---I. [y, : x0] cp(u, ) 
there exists exactly one monom w which will not be made to be 0 by multiplication 
with cp(u2). Therefore we have --1. [y,: x,,] p(u) = w. (p(u2), as the lemma claims. 
From this directly follows 
THEOREM 10. The word problem w E L(G), GE LL(k) can be decided in linear 
space and linear time by multiplying out $. q(u) sequentially from left to right. 
The method described in this theorem applied even to LR(k) languages would 
generally lead to exponentially growing space complexity. 
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The converse of Theorem 10 is not true. There exist c.f. grammars G for non- 
deterministic languages such that their word problem can be decided by sequen- 
tially multiplying out from left to right in linear space and linear time. 
DEFINITION. We call this class of c.f. languages SMLR(N) iff 
I$. cp(u)l G iv for all u E T*. 
Because of Lemma 15 and these remarks the following theorem is obvious: 
THEOREM 11. (1) The word problem for SMLR(N) can be decided in linear time 
and linear space. 
(2) LL(k) c SMLR(mk+3) 
(3) SLLR = UN SMLR(N) is closed under “U”. 
OPEN PROBLEMS. 1. Is it decidable for a context-free grammar G whether 
G E SMLR(N) for fixed N? 
2. Is it decidable whether L(G) = L(G’) for G, G’ E SMLR(N)? 
This section shows that by our theory we get a purely algebraic definition of the 
LL(k) languages. In the next section we will show that this remains true for LR(k) 
languages. 
THEOREM 12. cp E SMLR(N) is recursively undecidable. 
Proof We show that this question can be reduced to the post correspondence 
problem [20]. Let (a,, PI),..., (a,, j3,) E A’* xX*. The correspondence problem is to 
determine whether or not there exists a sequence of natural numbers 
il, i2 ,..., i, E (l,..., n} such that 
a. ...ai,=pi;..fli,. 11 
Let S, S,, S,, A, B be new symbols, i.e., symbols not in X. We form the 
polynomials 
for i = l,..., n and 
pi=AaiA+@,B, pi = Aai + Bpi 
qj = xj for xj~ X, 
r = S( S1 + S,). 
We ask where there exists a product 
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such that 
lS(A + B)fl >, 2. 
Obviously this holds iff the correspondence problem has a solution. 
In the SMLR-case the monomials of p are of length < 3. One reduces the general 
case to this special case by decomposing 
where the pi, ,, have degree < 3. Let 
q=Aa, . ..a.A+Bb,...b,B and ai, b,EX, l>r. 
Let A,, A, ,..., A,_, and B, ,..., B,_ 1 be new symbols. We define 
q,=&z,A,+Bb,B,, 
qr=Azpl aiAi+&,biBi for i = 2,..., I - 1, 
q,=A,_,a,A+ i?_,b,B. 
Where b,+I = ... = 6, = 1. We see that q = ql. q2. . . . ql. By applying this decom- 
position to each pi,& i= l,..., IZ with sets of new variables whose intersection is 
pairwise disjoint we get a reduction that shows that 
lS(A+B)Sl22 
remains undecidable even if we restrict our question to the case degree (pi) 6 3. It 
remains open whether there exists a grammar G such that (Pi defines our 
polynomials. 
LR(k)-GRAMMARS 
Here we derive similar results as in the foregoing section. The only difference 
comes in by the substitution of R(X’*‘) by J&(G) mod 2I,(L) in the charac- 
terization of LR(k). We get a first information by the following 
LEMMA 16. Let G be a LR(k)-grammar and u E T*. If u = E, + ... + ii,,, 'ill,(L)) 
with i&Z, O(L), then m < (1x1 + l)k holds. 
Proof From iii#, O(L) it follows that there exists u such that U’ UEL(G). Let 
be f: S, --t U. u the derivation of U. v from S,. Then U. First,(u) determines uniquely 
an o-leftbase g off: Then Q(g) = iii. This means that u First,(u) uniquely determines 
the index i by the condition iii. First,(v) #,O. Now there are at most (1x1 + I)k 
words f' of length Qk, which select an index i by the condition iii. v’ #, O(L). 
Therefore m < (Iz( + 1)“ as claimed by the lemma. 
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This lemma does not yet characterize ZJZ(k)-grammars. But going a second time 
through the proof of Lemma 16, we see that ii, ,..., ii, have a common prefix, which 
is uniquely determined by U. We see this from the decomposition u = ui. u2 such 
that 1~~) = k. Therefore one implication of the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 13. The c$ grammar G is of type LR(k) iff for each u E T*: u = ii ' p, 
ii~_Y~,p=fi~+~~~ +ii,,iijX~u{SR} andlz2lfk. 
To prove this theorem completely it is sufficient to show that the word problem 
w E L(G) can be decided by a deterministic pda. We will not prove this here because 
it is a simple consequence of the following theorem, which is concerned with a more 
general class of c.f. languages. We generalize LR(k) as before LL(k) in the following 
DEFINITION. The c.f. grammar G is in the class BSLR(N) iff for all u E T* 
u=a,.ii, + ... + a,. ~,(ar(L)h L=L(G),fi,~X:u(S,}, LX; ER 
R = N implies that 
The letters BS come from bounded size and LR from the use of the right con- 
gruence = ,( L). 
THEOREM 14. The word problem w E L(G) for GE BSLR(N) can be decided 
sequentially in time 0( I WI ). 
Proof First we give the idea of the proof. For each of the words Ui we have to 
compute $&ii,) to decide z&=~ O(L). This computation can be done sequentially 
because fii E XT. But to compute $cp(ui. q(t)) is more difficult because ii;. z can 
produce several words in X;C which are of very different length. This could lead to a 
n2 algorithm. We overcome this difficulty by computing for each prefix u of uj all 
possible results of u. z for ZEX, in advance. It will happen in these computations 
that we get the same word ui in different ways. Therefore we have to check this or 
use a data structure which makes this checking superfluous. 
To prove our theorem we define two new functions. For f E R < Z’*‘) we define 
sulIix(f)={zEZ~3”(f,uz)#O}. 
To each x E X, we assign a mapping $(x): 2z + 22 by 
ICl(x)(z)={YEZI3”(~(x),~~Y)ZO}, 
and 
Il/(x)(Z’)= u ti(x)(z) for Z’c Z. 
ZCZ’ 
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It follows immediately that 
sulIix($cp(Ux)) = l&x)(sulIix($cp(24)). 
We use this property to compute U. t = Cl + ... + i7,(‘i!lz,). It holds in A?~(G) for 
iii= u:*xi that 
u-t= f zii7j(t)=~ 1 ii,.z.a: 
i=l i rcR 
=C 1 iii.z.a:+C C uiya’,,,. 
i zex, i zeX, 
YER 
=T c iii.z.a:+C 1 u:.ya’,,.2. 
ZEX, 
Hz) (sufix(G)) f 0 
i z E X, 
YCX 
This relation is recursive because the second sum is of the same kind as the whole 
sum. The recursion could run 1~1 steps, which would lead to a 1~1’ algorithm. To 
use this relation more efftciently, we construct a tree-like data structure which 
represents ii, + .** + ii,,, by a tree and which contains feedback edges to shorten the 
recursion. 
DEFINITION. The tree T(U). T(U) is an oriented tree. The root of the tree is l.The 
other vertices of the tree are {u 13, u prefix of z&}. The set of edges is defined by 
{(~,x)Juxprefixofn~,xEX,}. 
u is the initial endpoint of (u, x) and vx the terminal endpoint of (u, x), We label the 
vertices of T(U) by 
/A(u) = sufhx($cp(u)). 
From our recursive relation it follows that 
PL(UX) = $(x)Mu))* 
This means that p can be sequentially computed on the tree. 
Now we introduce backward edges in T(U). There exists a backward edge from u1 
to u2 iff 
u2 is prefix of ul, 01 z u2, 
and if 
u1 = u2. u then there exist x E X, and z E X, 
such that (ux, z) # 0. 
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We denote this edge by (ui, v2, x, z). u1 is the initial endpoint and u2 the terminal 
endpoint and (x, z ) is the “label” of (0, , u2, x, z). The number of backward edges 
from u2 is bounded by IX, 1 . N, otherwise we get a contradiction to the assumption 
GE BSLR(N). We have u E L(G) iff S, is vertex in T(U). To prove our theorem it is 
therefore sufficient to show that T(u. t) can be constructed in constant time from 
T(U). To this end we look at the vertex ui: 
(a) Let (r(t), z ) # 0 and z E Xi. By computing tj(z) p(ui) we decide whether 
(ui, z) is an edge in T(u. t). The time for this computation depends only on G, not 
on lutl. 
(b) Let (q(t), z) #O and z E X,. We examine the backward edges from ui 
whether there are some with the label (x, z ). If (ul, v2, x, z) is a backward edge 
then (u,, x) is an edge in T(u * t). We have to consider at most 
edges. This number again depends only on G. 
(c) We have to compute the new backward edges for 7’(u. t). Let ux be a new 
vertex in T(M). Then for all y E X,. we compute 
vxy=v. 1 a:,;z. 
ZEX 
This we can do as before under (b) by using the backward edges from u. Again we 
need not more than N2. IXI* steps. 
(d) It is not necessary to delete the edges of 7’(y) which do not appear in 
T(ut) explicity by keeping a list of the “leaves” of the tree. Notice that “leaves” here 
mean the vertices, representing one of the ui. 
GENERALIZATIONS TO NON-C.F. LANGUAGES 
So far we did the first steps in developing our theory for the case of c.f. languages. 
But the restriction to the c.f. case from our point of view is quite unnatural. We 
only used very special residual classes a + R( Z’*‘) in the representations of our 
languages. It is natural to allow this residual classes not only for monomials but for 
any polynomial q E R(Z(*‘). We assume R = N or R = B. One easily proves that 
for each monoid homomorphism 
h: T* + R(Z’*‘) 
and a E Z’ * ) the language 
L=h-‘(a+ R(Z’*‘)) 
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is c.f. We now assume a,, a, E Z(*) and 
hi: T* + R(Z’*‘), i= 1,2 
to be monoid homomorphisms Z > 2, then 
Li= hil(ai+ R(Z’*‘)), i= 1,2 
are cf. languages. We assume y,, y, 6 Z and form Y = Z u { Y,, Y2}. Then 
h=j,h,y,+J,h,.r, 
defines a monoid homomorphism from T* in R( YC* I). We easily see 
L,nL,=hP’(y,a,y,+y2a2y2+R(Y(*))). 
By standard coding tricks we transform h into a monoid homomorphism g from T* 
into R(Z(*‘). With suitable monomials b,, b, we have 
L,nL,=g-‘(b,+b,+R(Z’*‘)). 
We generalize this result easily to the case of the intersection of k c.f. languages: 
THEOREM 15. Let Z be an alphabet with two or more elements. For each k E N we 
find a polynomial q E R(Z(*‘) with k monomials such that holds: For each set k c.f 
languages L, , L, ,..., L, and L = L, n L, n ’ . ’ n Lk there exists a monoid 
homomorphism 
h: T* + R(Z(*‘) such that L=hP’(q+R(Z’*‘). 
With standard tricks as in the proof of the hardest language theorem of Greibach 
for c.f. languages we construct from Theorem 15 for each k a hardest language in 
the intersection closure of k c.f. languages under homomorphic reduction. 
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